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P2 /MICROSOFT

P3 /EXTENDED REALITY

P3 / STEM CALENDAR

P4 / DISPLAYS 3.0

See the new ways Microsoft is
impacting education.

See how to create with AR &
VR tools in a manageable way.

See what is going on in the
world of STEM education.

See the latest offerings on
interactive displays from the
DOE.
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Connect
If you haven’t yet, don’t forget to
INPUT security questions for
your DOE account

Join The Team!
For the uninitiated, Microsoft
Teams is the collaboration,
communication, and file hub for
O365. We foresee that it can
become a valuable tool for
connecting your schools to
various sites, streamlining
workflow, improving
communication, and maximizing
the impact of instructional
initiatives and professional
development.

FEATURES
• Group conversations & private
chats
• Video conferencing for 200+
• Tagging users & as\signing
tasks
• Shared/embedded files
• Embedded websites
• Shared OneNote notebooks
• Added app functionality
including Nearpod, Flipgrid,
and Quizlet

INFO & QUESTIONS: SARNOLD2@SCHOOLS.NYC.GOV

For those reasons, we created
the D75 Tech Liaison Team that
houses channels for events,
resources, an embedded STEM
site, an accessibility notebook,
and more. Please use the Team
as a place for inquiry and
connection with your fellow tech
liaisons. We hope that it can
function to drive positive
discussions and continued
innovation in our district.
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Skill of the Month
Professional Learning
You can head to a Microsoft store
for STEM Saturday or stay home
as they oﬀer the best online
professional learning platform
of any of the big 3 EdTech
companies. In addition to
Microsoft tools and software
you can learn about projectbased learning and educational
practices like equity, inclusivity.
Not only that, but you can also
connect to other educators and
professionals for Skype sessions.
You can use the courses,
webinars, and lessons to improve
your practices and become a
Microsoft Innovative Educator.
We recommend courses on
Teaching with Technology, 21stCentury Learning Design, and
STEM Level I. Here’s are are
some other recommended areas.
TEAMS
You can take the Introduction to
Microsoft Teams course to dive
further into the tool. It will walk

you through creating your own
Teams and see examples of how
educators to use it in your
professional life.
SWAY
Sway makes it east to
present information in a
visually compelling way.
That can be a newsletter, story,
class materials, projects, or
presentations. It allows for a wide
variety of multimedia and makes
it easy to transform content. Start
by adding your own text and
pictures, search for and import
relevant content from other
sources, and then watch Sway
do the rest.
Check out this a Sway about how
to use Sway or this Sway on
accessibility. You can also further
explore Digital Storytelling with
the Digital storytelling with
Microsoft Sway course.
ACCESSIBILITY
Microsoft has a broad
commitment to accessibility. You

can find an overview of what they
oﬀer or take the course Meeting
the Needs of Diverse Learners.
Learning Tools - Use Immersive
Reader to read aloud along with
utilizing parts of speech, picture
symbols, and more.
Edge Reading Mode - Simplify
the layout of text and images,
reducing distractions and
allowing students to customize
reading.
Translator - Translator allows for
conversations in multiple
languages simultaneously and
captioning during presentations.
Oﬃce Lens - a portable scanner
with that can auto-crop,
recognize text, and connect them
to Immersive Reader.
Check out the accessibility
notebook in the D75 Tech Liaison
Team for all the details.

App of the Month

OneNote is the all-in-one digital Trapper
Keeper that allows teachers to keep all their
resources conveniently organized and
accessible. Insert text anywhere and move it
around as your note taking requires.
You can insert tables, images, videos, entire documents, or
your own drawings. You can record the audio for a lecture
while you write and watch it play back. It will even convert
your handwriting to text either in-the app or from paper using Oﬃce Lens. It also makes learning accessible
by integrating Microsoft Learning Tools.
So how do you use it? You can use it to organize and share like a super notebook giving 24/7 easily
searchable access to all your students binders. You can delivering curriculum and create interactive lessons
or just collaborate more in the classroom.
Take the Getting Started With OneNote Course to learn more.
INFO & QUESTIONS: SARNOLD2@SCHOOLS.NYC.GOV
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A New Reality

Giving a thorough explanation
of the definitions, purpose, and
eﬀectiveness surrounding the use
of extended reality (XR) tools is
more complex than can be laid
out here. In the end though the
improvements in engagement,
prior knowledge, and subjectarea expertise along with its
ability to bypass limitations are a
compelling reason to delve into
XR in the classroom. For more on
the what, why, and how you can
check out Virtual Voyages.
AR BOOK REVIEW
Book reviews aren’t new, but
using AR with them is. Here’s
how you do it.
1. Take a photo of the book.
2. Import the photo into an app
like ChatterPix, Blabberize, or
Fotobabble and record.
3. Export the finished video.
4. Create an AR object in HP
Reveal with the same book.
Select your video as the
overlay and upload it. Make
sure it’s public.
5. Select the blue square and
watch it come to life.
AR DIGITAL STORYTELLING
Digital Storytelling is one of the
best ways to make literacy
interesting and accessible not to
mention how meaningfully stories
impact the brain. Here is a way to
take that to the next level for
some of your more capable
students by incorporating AR.
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through AR. Simply shoot one
scene, pause, and then shoot the
next. Then share your videos out.
CREATING TOURS
Google Expeditions seems to be
most teachers first foray into AR
and VR in the classroom with
900+ VR experiences and 100+
AR experiences. Now you can
create them with Tour Creator.
1. Create a Tour & Enter Info
2. Create a Scene: Choose a
Google Street View or upload
your own 360° image.
3. Add Scene Details/Audio
4. Add Points of Interest:
Select then add a title, photo,
description, and audio.
Repeat these steps.
5. Publish & View
CREATING WORLDS
CoSpaces Edu makes it easy for
creators to actualize their ideas.
Some of the ways we have found
the site useful are for life skills
training and social-emotional
learning (SEL). You can explore
their series of lessons across
subject areas as well.
Check out a video examples and
further instructions for all of the
tools above.

Storyfab lets you create individual
characters and object
animations. Not only that, it lets
you bring it to life on your desk
INFO & QUESTIONS: SARNOLD2@SCHOOLS.NYC.GOV
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Calendar

March 4th
Networked Learning Communities
—————————————
March 4th
Math Workstations for Early Skills
—————————————
March 6th
Hydroponics 101
—————————————
March 7th
littleBits Design Challenge
—————————————
March 7th
Regents Mathematics for D75
—————————————
March 12th
SPOC Meet-Up Queens
—————————————
March 13th
Everyone Can Code
—————————————
March 18th
LEGO Math
—————————————
March 21st
LEGO75 Expo 2018
—————————————
March 21st
GEG Meetup
—————————————
March 25th
Getting Started Managing Macs
—————————————
March 26th
Creating Math Videos with iMovie
—————————————
March 26th
iPad Movies!
—————————————
March 29th
The Digital Math Classroom
—————————————
March 29th
Composting 101
—————————————
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Interactive Displays
You should keep in mind that
regardless of the board (or any
other technology), it’s all about
training and service. No
technology will be helpful
without the proper structure and
training which is why there
are key questions you should
ask before purchasing any
technology. You should look into
that and along with the
other keys to successfully
implementing technology in
classrooms. built-in computer on
the side. You can see the
complete 3.0 overview for more
details.
Whatever you’re considering
there are a few things you need
to keep in mind to help you
decide what system best suits
your needs.
• Screen Size: In general, the
70″ displays are the right sizes
for most classrooms.
• OS: Most displays now have
native Android but some oﬀer
Windows.
• Network: Wired or wireless?
• Location: Mounted, mobile
cart, adjustable, and more

• Connection: How will staﬀ be
connecting computers or

tablets? Will they use a wired
connection or do they want t
SMART
The one thing that sets
SMART apart is the software,
though that gap is narrowing as
Promethean’s Classflow
becomes more full-featured.
They have a number of
great game-based
learning options. The good story
for Notebook is that the basic
features are totally free. The new
SMART Learning Suite features
though do require a
subscription. still available on
the SMART Exchange.
The one big change in the
boards is that they now oﬀer a
lower cost model, the MX Series,
which still has many of the
features and has front-facing
speakers. The latest 7000 series
boards oﬀer a built-in Android
OS, Chromium browser, Smart
Kapp iQ, built-in Notebook, a
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PDF viewer, SMART
Lab, SMART
Amp, Airplay, Google Cast,
and Windows screen sharing.
For less expensive options they
have their smaller 6000 series
and non-touch 2000 series.
Check out a comparison of their
models.
PROMETHEAN
Promethean, continues to put
out quality equipment and
improvements in software. The
ActivPanel is a powerful and
reliable display with built-in
cross-platform screen sharing
and built-in Android and
whiteboard software. They also
have a cheaper i-Series as well.
Classflow software oﬀers more
activities and interactive content
than ever. It oﬀers the ability to
push content to student devices
as well as diﬀerentiate content
amongst student groups. You
can learn more through
their online webinars or by
viewing their slides.
TRIUMPH
They were once the lowest cost
boards, but Promethean has

• MDM
• Content & Curriculum: Are
you just displaying lessons and
websites that you’re already
using or does the software to
interact and display content
matter?
• Cameras & Accessories: Will
you be video conferencing with
your other sites? Do you have
HDMI, VGA, audio?
INFO & QUESTIONS: SARNOLD2@SCHOOLS.NYC.GOV
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GOOGLE JAMBOARD
The Jamboard is new to the
DOE, but there isn’t much
special
except the
autodraw
feature. At
55″ it’s
smaller
than most
other
displays
and the
mobile cart oﬀers fewer
adjustment options than similar
mobile display stands. It does
oﬀer a built-in camera for video
conferences.
The software is solid and you
don’t need the board to use it.
Download the app from the Play
Store or the Apple App Store. It
has a lot of the features teachers
like from other whiteboard
software with the easy built-in
drive-sharing and collaboration
features you’d expect with any
Google tool.
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a visual thinker, not a
“ I'm
language-based thinker.
My brain is like Google
Images.
- Temple Grandin

EPSON
What Epson oﬀers is the ability
to replace old display projectors
as well as set up new wall
touchscreen options. The upside
is price and a large display area,
but the downside is that it will
only work on flat, clean, and
undamaged walls.
Their moderator software can
connect up to 50 participant
devices to the projector and as
many as 4 simultaneously. You
can also use it to push docs and
other content to students.
MORE DISPLAY OPTIONS
There are a number of other
options available as well that
don’t involve a full display.
ScreenBeam: It’s a good option
for live video since the
connection is point-to-point
instead of networked. It is also
reciprocally touch-compatible. It
works across device types and
OS as well. It has classroom
management functionality as
well through Classroom
Commander.
AIRTAME 2: It allows for
several wireless streaming
options and the ability to set
multiple signage displays using
Airtame Cloud software.
APPLE TV: AirPlay is available
on many new boards, but

“

matched that. They do oﬀer the
widest range of board types and
sizes though. The software TB
Comensius, DisplayNote, RM
Easiteach, and Triumph Cloud
accomplish the basics and a
little extra, but the boards can be
a bit glitchy and the touch
drivers don’t always work or
update immediately with newer
computers. Their boards oﬀer
built-in Android and browsers as
well as screen sharing with
annotation.
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Next Issue

APP/SKILL OF THE MONTH
We’ll give an overview of an app and
teach you about a basic tech skill.
●

MORE MS TOOLS
We’ll delve into other way Microsoft
is improving learning.
the device’s apps and voiceactivation capabilities make it
worth an additional look.
MIMIO: The MimioTeach , like
Epson oﬀers the ability to create
a touchscreen display on a
standard whiteboard that is a
less expensive and portable
alternative, but they now oﬀer
full 20-point LED display
solutions and interactive
projectors.
Their MimioStudio software
oﬀers many of the whiteboard
and sharing features of
Notebook and Classflow as well
as a grade book for built-in
assessments and the ability to
import Notebook and
ActivInspire files.
EBeam: The eBeam Edge+ is
similar to Mimio, but you aren’t
relegated solely to interacting via
the marker. Their eBeam
SmartMarker will pick up your
writing regardless of what kind
of marker you are using.
Their software is free and works
across
platforms

Connect

TECH
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